School Closures, School Choice,
and Federal Funding
How the Pandemic Exposed Problems and
Spurred Solutions in K-12 Education
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Key Takeaways
•

Entering the third school year of the pandemic, some public
school districts across the country still have their doors closed to
in-person learning, although most private schools have been safely
open throughout. These closures come despite billions of dollars
in federal relief funds the public school systems took in to
ensure a return to in-person learning.

•

Twenty-two states created new educational choice programs or
expanded existing ones in 2021—including Oklahoma and Arizona,
which used relief funds to provide additional education options to
families.

•

Tennessee can follow other states that have expanded educational
choice through the Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund,
which has approximately $67 million unspent.

Introduction
For the nearly one million school children in Tennessee, the pandemic brought a whirlwind of
remote learning, uncertainty, and difficulty. The pandemic has caused monumental disruptions
around the globe and in every corner of the country. For students and parents, public school
closures meant virtual learning, looking for in-person options at private schools, homeschooling, or starting a learning pod/microschool. A survey released in October 2020 found one in
five parents left their job or took a leave of absence in order to help their children learn from
home.1 In response to school and business closures, the federal government spent trillions
of tax dollars, with $189 billion going to K-12 education over the course of 18 months—approximately three times what Congress normally spends annually on K-12 education—in the
hope of safely reopening classrooms.2 Meanwhile, as many public schools were shutting their
doors, private schools were fighting to re-open safely.3
While Tennessee Governor Bill Lee did urge schools to close at the beginning of the pandemic,
he did not impose such harsh restrictions as those elsewhere around the country.4 For the
2020-2021 school year, Governor Lee made in-person learning an important promise to families, going so far as to only allow individual schools, not entire districts, to decide whether
to go virtual.5 Many families whose children attended schools that did close their doors then
flocked to private schools that were safely open. Many parents in Davidson County, for example,
“decided to remove themselves from the uncertainty of a public school system grappling with
a pandemic and enroll their children at area private schools in hopes of a more predictable
outcome—namely, having their children in school full time.”6
Throughout the pandemic, many private schools innovated, adapted, and opened their classrooms well before public schools did. Even entering the third year of the pandemic, numerous
teachers’ unions have continued calling for classrooms to once again close. The billions of tax
dollars meant to safely reopen public schools seem to have done little to help those students
catch up and remain in the classroom.
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Safety or Political Influence?
Officials said school closures were the best way to keep children safe. Yet mounting evidence
showed that schools were not super-spreader locations, and in-person learning could be safe,
with studies in multiple states showing a return to the classroom did not lead to a spike in cases.7 With data showing schools could return to in-person learning, officials at the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were ready to issue guidance and recommend that
schools across the country get students back into the classroom. However, emails between
the CDC and the American Federation of Teachers, one of the largest unions in the country,
revealed that science and safety weren’t the main concerns for opposing reopenings. The
union influenced the CDC’s guidance, which included adding special concessions for remote
work and slowing down a full return to the classroom with little scientific basis.8 An expert
in infectious diseases, Dr. Monica Gandhi, commented that scientific guidelines should not
be formulated by political groups for major public health organizations, stating, “This is not
how science-based guidelines should work or be put together.”9 Union influence was not just
limited to the CDC, however. One study showed that school districts with stronger teachers’
unions were less likely to reopen than others.10
Once the science showed schools could return safely to in-person learning, local officials often
sparred with teachers’ unions and school administrators to make that happen. The city of San
Francisco went so far as to sue the school district over failing to have a plan to get students
back in classrooms.11 While private schools were open in the city, the government-run schools
sat empty. City Attorney Dennis Herrera said, “The Board of Education and the school district
have had more than 10 months to roll out a concrete plan to get these kids back in school. So
far they have earned an F.”12
Though the data showed there was little health benefit to school closures, decisions to keep
doors shut gave parents insight into their children’s public education. Many parents witnessed
how remote learning not only harmed their children academically, but their mental health as
well.13 It also revealed the power imbalance between parents and the school system. Around
the country, parents and students attended school board meetings, pleading for schools to
reopen—some after learning remotely for over a year.14 In California, members of the Oakley
school board were caught on video mocking parents, with the president of the board saying
parents wanted schools to reopen because “they want their babysitters back.”15 One member
went on an expletive-filled rant, and another suggested parents wanted their children out of
the house so they could smoke marijuana.16
With parents feeling powerless against the school system, saddled with decisions, curricula,
and mandates they did not agree with, public education leaders became the focal point of
their concerns. This was nowhere more prevalent than in the 2021 gubernatorial election in
Virginia, where the largest issue on the campaign trail, public education, grabbed the national
spotlight. Of the two leading candidates, one supported parents having a voice in their child’s
education, and the other vehemently opposed such voices.17 After the votes were cast and
counted, the candidate who advocated for parents claimed victory. Analysis of the election
suggested the victory was “an indisputable vindication of the values-based case for school
choice and parental empowerment.”18
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But the trend of outsized power wielded by unions and districts has continued into the new
year. In January 2022, the third largest school district in the country, Chicago Public Schools,
announced through the Chicago Teachers Union that teachers would not be giving in-person
instruction due to the virus.19 Despite entering the third year of this pandemic, after billions
of tax dollars had been spent on returning students to the classroom safely, and another $100
million given by the city for further safety precautions, the Chicago Teachers Union decided
that was still not enough.20 Mayor Lori Lightfoot pleaded with the group, saying, “What we
want is for Chicago Teachers Union leadership to come to the table in good faith, stop moving
the goalposts and forge an agreement.”21 After five days of canceled classes, Chicago public
school students eventually were allowed back into their classrooms.
In response to the reopening, Lightfoot said, “some will ask who won and who lost. No one
wins when our students are out of the place where they can learn the best and where they’re
safest.”22 Union leadership power has been on full display during the pandemic, pushing for
political wins while students lose.
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District Decisions Leaving
Families Flustered
With school boards and unions seemingly playing politics with education, it is no wonder
state leaders across the country have looked for ways to offer parents what they are crying out
for: options. Tennessee received nearly $4.2 billion in federal relief funds for K-12 education,
through the Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief funds (ESSER) package.23
Governor Lee reserved $4.4 million of the package, the Governor’s Emergency Education Relief
Fund (GEER), to help create new charter schools. A statement from his office said, “Education
is not one size fits all, and the pandemic showed us just how important it is to provide families with better access to high-quality school options.”24 These dollars would go on to offer
other public options for students outside of the heavy-handed districts that could choose to
close their schools. Although only 0.1 percent of the state’s K-12 federal relief funds would go
to support giving parents and students more public education options, the teachers’ union
cried foul, calling the spending an “insult.”25
These criticisms come on the heels of the billions of state dollars that go to public education year after year. Yet, the public education establishment is still calling for more. During
a Department of Education listening tour to discuss education funding in Tennessee, the
conversation was dominated by calls for increased spending, with some claiming the funding formula was never fully funded.26 Though recent analysis shows Tennessee’s education
spending has doubled—after inflation—since the formula was first adopted.27 Additionally,
a report by the Beacon Center showed only 53 percent of funding actually makes its way to
the classroom, well below the national average of 60 percent.28 Simply throwing more money
to a system that is failing to meet the needs of students without systemic change will not
solve education issues in Tennessee.
If the education establishment is still clamoring for additional funding despite receiving billions in federal relief and Tennessee taxpayers spending more and more each year, is funding
the real issue, or is it bureaucracy? With billions of tax dollars, school closures, and sub-par
test scores, it is no wonder families were and still are upset with the public school system.29
The data that was released showing how these funds were spent and their results will carry
huge weight for the public school system in the years to come. As state Representative Mark
White put succinctly, “If students are still performing at the same level after we spend all
this money, then money’s not the issue. It’s leadership.”30 Local school leaders need to be
good stewards of taxpayer dollars to make sure funding is actually helping students succeed.
In other states, governors and legislators have made plans to do just that by allowing funding
to follow the student to a school of his or her choice.
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Educational Choice is Expanding
State leaders around the country used a portion of their federal funding under the GEER
to provide additional options to families as public schools were closing. In South Carolina,
Governor Henry McMaster proposed a significant portion of the state’s GEER funds to offer
a one-time $6,500 scholarship for low-income students to attend a school of their choice.31
Considering Palmetto State taxpayers spent just shy of $11,000 per student for FY 2019, $6,500
scholarships would save nearly $4,500 per student that took advantage of the opportunity.32
Though the relief fund scholarships provided significant savings in terms of the cost to educate
a child, the public system railed against these educational options for low-income students.
Unfortunately, the program was halted and these students were left with no options other
than virtual public education when schools closed. 33
But elsewhere, students and families saw victories for choice. In Oklahoma, Governor Kevin
Stitt used a portion of the state’s GEER funds to provide assistance to those already in private schools. The Stay in School program offered one-year tuition assistance to low-income
families, reasoning that students leaving private schools due to financial hardship would
likely enroll in public schools, causing greater strain on the public system.34 The governor
proved to be right, as a report from the Oklahoma Costs Accounting System found the program provided an average of $5,132 per student, where the cost of educating one student at
a public school in the state was $12,069.35 And Arizona families saw their governor respond
by offering students new options if their public school closed through the Open for Learning
Recovery Benefit program. The program set aside $10 million in relief funds to provide up to
$7,000 per student for new educational options.36
These actions by governors followed the dozens of states around the country that made
strides toward increasing educational freedom in 2021. Analysis by the American Federation
for Children found nearly half of all states increased funding for existing educational choice
programs or created entirely new ones.37
New Hampshire created a new program, called Education Freedom Accounts, which the
state Department of Education estimates will save taxpayers $360 million to $393 million
dollars over the next 10 years.38 This adds a fiscal benefit for adults to the educational benefit
the program offers students. State legislators in West Virginia passed the nation’s broadest
Education Savings Account bill in early 2021, offering educational options to thousands of
families that would not otherwise have the opportunity to choose their schools.39
Governors and state legislators created or expanded these programs in response to families
who were crying out for options. As public schools closed their doors and parents were forced
to leave the workforce in order to become their child’s tutor for virtual school, Americans
were seeing private schools stay open while their tax dollars continued going to a system
that was not providing what was promised.
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A survey of private schools revealed that 35 percent of private schools had increased enrollment due to the pandemic and resulting actions. When excluding Pre-K, enrollment shot up
over 47 percent.40 However, some private schools did see declines, a portion of which can be
attributed to low-income families who could no longer afford tuition during the pandemic and
economic downturn.41 These families had to make the difficult choice of leaving their school
and enrolling in a public option that may have been completely virtual. State legislators around
the country heard these families and sought to answer their concerns by offering taxpayers
their dollars back, to be used at the educational institution that best served their children.

Figure 1: State legislators in 2021 responded to parents’ concerns about school closures and rules, leading
to multiple states passing legislation to offer students choices for the education that suits them best.42

Although 2021 was dubbed the “Year of Educational Choice,” education freedom legislation
doesn’t seem to be slowing down in 2022.43 State legislators have listened to the concerns of
parents and students for the last two years and are seeking to provide answers. The new year
saw a tidal wave of choice legislation entering state assembly chambers. In Pennsylvania, a bill
was proposed to use the influx of federal funds to provide $7,000 grants to students to attend
a school of their choice, dubbed the Pandemic Education Savings Account Fund.44 Another
bill introduced seeks to offer “Lifeline Scholarships” to students in the lowest performing
districts.45 These bills are popular; the most recent polling shows 73 percent of Pennsylvania
parents of school-age children support education savings accounts.46
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The Keystone State is the tip of the iceberg for education freedom legislation. Similar bills
are in play in dozens of states—including Alabama, where one legislator described it as the
“ultimate” educational choice bill.47 Here in Tennessee, legislation titled the MOST Act, More
Opportunities for Students in Tennessee, was introduced which would provide up to $3,000
in micro-grants for low-income K-8 students to assist in tutoring, therapy services, and other
approved educational expenses.48 If last year is any indication, more states will likely introduce legislation to expand choice for students who currently have no options when their
government school closes its doors or cannot meet the needs of students.
Increased educational options is not a partisan issue, and the pandemic showed increasing
favor for such programs. With school closures, mandates, and ever-changing rules, the option
for families to take their education dollars to a school of their choice became more enticing.
Two professors from the University of California-Berkeley—hardly a bastion of conservative
values—recently wrote an op-ed published in the Wall Street Journal calling for those on
the left to understand that choice is a way to level the educational field: while more well-off
families were able to pivot their children’s education and send them to in-person private
schools, those stuck in the public education system suffered immensely through school closures and virtual learning.49 A large majority of those across the political spectrum seem to
agree. A national poll recently revealed that 82 percent of self-described Democrats approve
of programs that allow funding to follow the student to their school of choice.50
This response was based on mandates in some school districts that parents opposed. For parents who wished to return their children to the classroom but whose public schools allowed
if only if they wore masks, school choice programs offered options. On the other end of the
spectrum, for those families worried about curricula taught in public schools, the ability to
take their education funds to a school more in line with their deeply held values is welcomed.51
There is still hope for these relief funds to truly help Tennessee students. The state has the
opportunity to make bold initiatives in expanding educational freedom through remaining
GEER funds. The most recent reporting by the U.S. Department of Education shows that the
Volunteer State still has not spent 73.3 percent of the GEER funds. With the total state fund
being $91.4 million, that means the administration could direct nearly $66.9 million toward
helping students gain an education that fits their unique needs.52
The pandemic has shown that government school districts have choices to make: whether to
close a school or not, whether to teach a certain curriculum or not, whether to impose certain
mandates or not. However, parents have not had much of a choice in those decisions. With
new educational choice programs now operating all over the country, thousands of families
will now have real choices in their children’s education and not be stuck with the choices
made by government school leaders.
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Conclusion
The influx of federal relief funds to the states provides never-before-seen opportunities to
help students succeed and to get an education that works for their individual needs. Unfortunately, many students across the country saw their opportunities decreased despite those
funds; some still don’t even have the option to enter the classroom. Even in 2022, entering
the third school year of the pandemic, schools are still closing their doors to students while
still taking in tax dollars meant to support in-person learning.
Federal relief funds have provided little visible benefit to the majority of students, showing
once again that money is not the answer to the problems in public education. While some
states expanded education opportunities through new or enhanced programs, Tennessee
only saw 0.1 percent of these federal funds go to expanding a public option—new charter
schools. With the billions of funds for public schools that came to the state, the majority of
it controlled by local school districts, Tennessee lawmakers and the public should have a
vested interest in determining how their tax dollars are being spent, and demand districts
listen to the people those dollars were sent to help.
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